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In this research, the performance abilities associated with tube type lateral load
resistant framed systems are studied in order to assess the seismic response param-
eters of steel tall buildings under both far and near-field records. For this purpose,
four 30 story structural models with separated framed tube-based skeletons were
selected and designed. The structural models have been designed according to the
Iranian seismic code 2800 (4th edition). The structural response parameters have
been computed and obtained by conducting a number of non-linear dynamic time
history analyses. Based on the analytical results obtained from nonlinear analyses,
the values of maximum inter-story drift, story acceleration and velocity, dynamic
base shear, configuration of plastic hinges mechanism, shear lag phenomena and
residual drift were assessed and investigated. Yet, the results have been discussed
and compared with the "life safety" and "collapse prevention" performance limits,
as recommended by FEMA 356. Findings from this study reveal that mean maximum
demands and the dispersion in the peak values were considerably higher for
near-fault records than far-fault motions. The obtained results indicate the fact that
an appropriate arrangement and bundled configuration of interior rigid frames
could remarkably reduce the appearance of shear lag phenomenon almost up to
70% as compared to the corresponding results with basic framed tube.
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ABSTRACT

1. Introduction

Assessments of structural damages during strong
earthquakes such as Loma Prieta 1989, Northridge
1994, Kobe 1995 in Japan, Chi-Chi 1999 in Taiwan,
Tabas 1978 and Bam 2003 in Iran indicate the entire
destructive influences of powerful near-fault records
[1-3].

One of the most common issues in engineering
seismology is the evaluation of the physical charac-
teristics of strong ground motions in near-fault zones

and their effects on the performance of specific
structures especially medium to high-rise buildings
[4-7].

An efficient structural skeleton used in the
construction of medium to high-rise buildings is called
rigid tube or framed tube system. Generally, a framed
tube skeleton can be defined as a three-dimensional
system that provides very stiff structural bents,
forming a "tube type skeleton" around the perimeter
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of the building. This system's behavioral nature is in
a way more complicated than the performance of
a pure solid tube-type framework. This concept is
approved in regards to the combined shear-flexure
behavior of framed tube structures [8-9].

The aspect ratio of casements is affected by girder
section height and the column element width. In
the case of lateral load effects at the lower floors,
especially at the ground level, the axial force in the
corner columns is much larger than that of the center
column of the flange frames. This can be due to the
flexibility of the spandrel beams that imposes the shear
lag effects; therefore, the axial stress resultants in
the corner columns should be greater than that of
the inner columns of the web frames as shown in
Figure (1) [10-12]. Attending to subjects and
concepts of the engineering design of framed-tube
structures and a thorough understanding of the
dynamic behavior of their major skeletal elements,
which consist of deep girders and large-section
columns, would help optimize the seismic behavior of
these structures. Based on this fact, it is necessary to
be more careful in structure plan geometry, span
dimension as well as the configuration of rigid frames
in the architectural plan of framed-tube [13-15].
        It is considerable that having a decent dis-
tribution of inner rigid bents configuration in framed
tube-type structures, can lead to a more eligible
distribution of axial forces in the perimeter columns
of the plan. In addition, this structural phenomenon
can reduce the dynamic shear lag effects almost up
to 75% and 70% respectively in seismic performance
of two structural systems such as multi-cell and
bundled tubes. This is more evident as compared to
the corresponding results of basic framed tube
skeleton.

2. Pulse-Like Ground Motions

One of the most distinctive characteristics of
near-field records is the capability to produce both
powerful short-term and long-term velocity pulses
along with strong acceleration spikes in the velocity
time history [16-18]. This is an important factor to
differentiate between these types of records and
those of far-field zones shown in Figure (2-a and b).

Figure 1. Axial stress distribution in the columns of the framed
tube structure in web and flange panels [11].

Figure 2. The physical and spectral characteristics of two
selected records (a) The near-fault ground motion with forward
directivity effects of Tabas 1978, (b) The far-fault ground motion
of Moor Park 1994 (MRP), [11].
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Much evidence of such effect as a basic attribute of
near-field ground motions, has been reported in
recent destructive earthquakes of 1978 Tabas, Iran;
1995 Kobe, Japan; 1999 Chi-Chi, Taiwan; 2003 Bam,
Iran; and 2009 L'Aquila, Italy [19-20].

The presence of pulse-like features in the time
history of near-field records causes the input kinetic
energy of these movements to be many times larger
than those in far-field records as displayed in Figures
(2-a and b). The effects of earthquake records
containing velocity pulses on engineering structures
performance have been pointed out by several
researchers [21-22]. However, the records affected
by backward-directivity faulting process typically do
not exhibit any obvious and great pulse-like features.
Most of the kinetic energy related to powerful
earthquake records with forward-directivity effects
is released during a short limited period within the
pulse configuration [23]. Recently, Chioccarelli et al
discussed the amplification of elastic and inelastic
seismic demands for pulse-like fault-normal records
of the 2009 L'Aquila, Italy earthquake versus the
(T1/Tp ) [24-26].
        Moreover, in the Fourier spectrum of these
records, instead of the development of the maximum
vertical axis components into a wide range of
frequency domain (Figure 2-b), it is limited to a
small range. Furthermore, sometimes even the
distinct maximum vertical axis component would be
revealed only at one particular frequency (Figure
2-a). As indicated by many strong records, the
velocity-type vertical axis components resulting
from the Fourier spectrum would have large amounts
even when they correspond to higher modes of
vibration of the structural system [27-28]. Therefore,
in the assessment of the seismic behavior of medium-
rise to tall buildings, it is important to pay attention
accurately to the effects of the proximity of higher
modes period especially for the basic torsional mode
of vibration, to the corresponding vertical axis

components obtained from the Fourier spectrum of a
considered strong record [29-30].

The overall kinetic energy variation pertaining
two records is also shown in Figure (2), in which the
Tabas station is located near to the epicenter of the
Tabas earthquake 1978 and the MRP station takes
place in the far zone. According to Figure (2-a), about
90 percent of the kinetic energy of the near-field
ground motion is released within less than 8 seconds
[31]. This case for the El Centro 1940 record has a
domain of near 24 seconds in which the releasing of
the low-scale kinetic energy is more balanced and
occurs in a longer range of time as shown in Figure
(2-b) [32-33].

3. Description of the Studied Models

As mentioned in previous sections, this research
presents the analytical assessment of the seismic
response of four studied models (Figure 3). The first
two models are framed tube and bundled tube
structures respectively with full rigid beam-column
connections. The third and fourth models which are
the noted ones in this research are named castled
tube and cellular tube, respectively. The studies
conducted in this research follow the same analytical
path and four companion structural models with
different arrangement of internal rigid bents are
chosen for a prototype 30-story steel building. All
models are designed based on the concept of
medium ductility level according to codified provisions
of the Iranian seismic code 2800 (4th edition) and
Iranian national building code (steel structures -
division 10) [34-35].

All four studied models are considered regular
and symmetric in the plan and height. The pale lines
in the studied plans indicate pinned connection and
the bold thick lines illustrate rigid connections of
beams to columns. The period of the first three
seismic modes of the studied models are shown in
Table (1). It is a desirable criterion in the process of

Table 1. Modal vibration periods of structural models.
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structure design that is witnessed in both X and Y
directions of the structures in Figure (3). The section
characteristics of girders and columns of the studied
models in Figure (3) are represented in Table (2). In
order for a detailed and parametric analysis of the
dynamic shear lag effect, which is the main point of
this recent study, the 30 story studied models were
analyzed subjected to an ensemble of strong recorded
ground motions.

In order to relatively control design stress ratio in
all considered structural models and the developed
version of framed tube skeletons, the effort is for the

Figure 3. Structural models: (a) Plan of framed tube (F.T.); (b) Plan of bundled tube (B.T.); (c) Plan of castled tube (Ca.T.); (d) Plan of
cellular tube (Ce.T.); (e) Columns section property of the 30-story models; (f) Beams section property of the 30-story models; (g)
Structure view.

inner rigid frame arrangement to have structural
order and harmony considering the number of beams
and columns. Therefore, it is possible to assess and
compare their resulting response parameters with the
basic model of single framed tube. The following
agreements are applied in the act of naming, so that
mentioning each of these models would be easier and
more comprehensible. The agreement is to use the
F.T. index for the basic tube frame model, B.T. index
for the bundled tube, Ca.T. index for the castled
tube and finally, Ce.T. index for the cellular tube
frame.
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Table 2. The structural members of the 30-story studied models (mm).

4. The Ensemble of Chosen Earthquake
Records

The ensemble of selected earthquake records in
this research includes seven near and far-field ones
which contain various tectonic occurrences. The main
physical characteristics of chosen records cover a
wide range of frequency content, strong ground
motions duration and various high seismological
amplitudes. The maximum peak ground acceleration
and velocity obtained from Table (3) are 0.999g and
167 cm/sec respectively, both are high values.

Generally, peak ground velocity (PGV) is often
viewed as a better indicator of damage potential
than peak ground acceleration (PGA). However,

Figure 4. Ground velocity time histories from Table (1) containing high-amplitude coherent velocity pulses [11].

Table 3. Results of the maximum roof acceleration (g is the
gravity acceleration).

velocity time histories of some records listed in
Table (3) are shown in Figure (4). The large velocity
pulses evident in the plots would be viewed as
damaging features. However, the damage potential
also depends on how much dynamic ground dis-
placement occurs during these velocity pulses.

The main physical characteristics of chosen
records are shown in Table (4). The velocity time
history diagram of the chosen near-field records and
a number of their seismological characteristics of
the chosen earthquake records are also illustrated in
Figure (4).
      It has to be mentioned that in this research,
seismic response parameters of the studied structural
models are analyzed and assessed in the Y direction
of the plan (Figure 3).

4.1. The Codified Hysteretic Loop

The four buildings described in the earlier section
are numerically evaluated though employing non-
linear dynamic time history procedures to assess
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the resulting structural demands. Based on FEMA
reports 356 and 440, in order to describe the non-
linear behavior of beams and columns in the
modeling process of the studied structures, the
nonlinear hinge M3 as well as the nonlinear hinge
P-M2-M3 are applied for all beams and columns
of the planar rigid frames respectively [36-37].
The schematic nonlinear behavior of the noted
hinges is illustrated in Figure (5). These default
properties can be implemented numerically in
well-known CSI computer software i.e. SAP2000
and Perform 3D, which are used in this research
[38-39].

Table 4. Selected earthquake records.

Figure 5. The FEMA analytical model for nonlinear behavior of
beam-column element [11].

5. Assessment of the Results

The mentioned analyses have been accomplished
by the use of the Newmark-beta integration method
through the average acceleration criteria (the
Newmark method γ = 0.50 and β = 0.25) [40-41]. The
illustrated analytical results include the graphs,
related to envelop maximum amounts of obtained
structural responses parameters. The noted seismic
structural response indicators, sequentially include
the seismic base shear, absolute acceleration,
relative velocity, the maximum dynamic displacement
of all floor levels as well as the seismic drift demand
of each level, as well as the configuration of plastic
hinge, shear lag phenomena and residual drift.

In graphs related to the absolute acceleration,
relative velocity, maximum displacement and drift of
floor levels, the perpendicular axis shows the story
number. Moreover, the horizontal axis sequentially
belongs to the envelop maximum of the afore-
mentioned response parameters. The response
parameters for all 30-story models are illustrated in
Figures (6) to (12). The calculated maximum seismic
base shears and the static base shear that has been
considered in the designation of the studied models
are presented in Figure (6). According to the
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Figure 6. The maximum seismic base shear caused by the records as well as the static criterion.

Figure 7. The envelop of stories maximum velocity of, (a) The 30-story F.T.; (b) The 30-story B.T.; (c) The 30-story Ca.T.; (d) The
30-story Ce.T.

Figure 8. The envelop of stories maximum acceleration of, (a) The 30-story F.T.; (b) The 30-story B.T.; (c) The 30-story Ca.T.; (d)
The 30-story Ce.T.
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Figure 9. The envelop of stories maximum drift of, (a) The 30-story F.T.; (b) The 30-story B.T.; (c) The 30-story Ca.T.; (d) The
30-story Ce.T.

presented results, it is confirmed for the structural
models which are affected by near-field earthquake
records, the obtained base shears are relatively
higher than those ones subjected to the far-field
earthquakes.

The envelop curves of maximum absolute accel-
eration and relative velocity of floor levels of four

Figure 10. The maximum codified seismic rotation and corresponding plastic hinge caused by the Tabas record in fame 1 located in
Y direction of plan: (a) The 30-story F.T.; (b) The 30-story B.T.; (c) The 30-story Ca.T.; (d) The 30-story Ce.T.

different studied framed tube arrangements are
presented in Figures (7) and (8). The obvious results
of this process are the distribution of acceleration
and velocity demands to floor levels at distinctly
higher amounts, as compared to the ones resulted
from far-field records. The envelop curves of
maximum drift demands, obtained from the performed
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nonlinear time history analyses under the records
of Table (4) are shown in Figure (9). Analytical
results prepared through applied near-fault records
that contain pulse features show a remarkable
increase in the calculated amounts of drift demands
of the studied models.
        Maximum drift demand in B.T., Ca.T. and Ce.T.
models are generated by the JFP record that creates
a relative displacement less than 2%, and the maxi-
mum drift in F.T. caused by the Tabas record is about
3%. Meanwhile, the near-fault records impose
extremely higher demands than far-fault records.
Moreover, the maximum drift is generally con-
centrated at the middle and upper stories levels.
Furthermore, the distinct result caused by this
phenomenon would also be a wide distribution of
plastic hinges along with great amounts of drift
parameter on the whole body of resistant structural
skeleton. The maximum drift demands are mainly
focused in lower and mid-levels of four studied
models while for F.T. these demands reach their
maximum amount in these levels as shown in
Figure (10).

As follows, by drawing the models façade in the
Y direction of the plan and displaying the formation
of the plastic mechanism on it subjected to the
Tabas record, the detailed visualization of different
dissipation processes of earthquake kinetic energy
can be observed, which are influenced by the first
large period modes of vibrations (Figure 10a).

Figure 11. Arrangement of evaluated columns in frame 1 at the
base, middle and top levels of the studied 30-story model.

Figure 12. The shear lag index diagram resulted from axial
forces envelope along the height of structure in columns of
frame 1 (Figure 11): (a) The 30-story F.T.; (b) The 30-story B.T.;
(c) The 30-story Ca.T.; (d) The 30-story Ce.T.
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5.1. Shear Lag Phenomenon

The dynamic shear lag effect causes a nonlinear
distribution of axial stresses across the sides of the
structure plan, which is commonly found in box
girders under lateral load. This effect results in
higher stresses at the corner columns than the inner
columns of the sides. Besides, by changing inner
rigid frame arrangement in the plan of framed tube
systems as well as the position of the transfer floor
in the height of building, it becomes possible to
optimize the seismic behavior of these structures
and reduce the occurrence of shear lag effects.
Hence, there is the opportunity of decreasing the
consumption of total materials, along with maintain-
ing the desirable qualities of the seismic design.

A number of seismic response parameters of the
studied structures including the shear lag effects, at
three selected levels of the building's basement,
middle and top, resulting from nonlinear dynamic
analyses are shown in Figure (12). In order to
conduct a detailed and parametric analysis of the
shear lag effects, the studied models are assessed at
the three mentioned floor levels. In this regard, a non-
dimensional parameter is defined as the shear lag in-
dex. The shear lag index is assumed as the ratio of
each column's axial force in the intended axis to the
middle column's axial force, i.e. the central column in
the side rigid frame. In these graphs, the vertical row
indicates the relative shear index, and the horizontal
row indicates the columns in which this index is
studied. The arrangement of analyzed columns in the
side frame (columns in a flange chord) is portrayed
in Figure (3).

It is noticed that in Figure (12), the graphs of the
column's shear lag index in Figure (11) are shown at
three reference levels of the base, middle and top
situations of the height which are selected in all
four studied models. Results indicate axial forces'
average envelope in columns of Figure (11) subjected
to a set of six near-field records. Noticeable points in
the aforementioned graphs show that the maximum
shear lag index in 30-story studied models with the
basic tube frame at three reference levels of the
building's base, middle and top are respectively,
resulted as 59, 45 and 4 as illustrated in Figure
(12-a). This is while the same results obtained for
the bundled tube frame are 15, 5 and 1.5, for the
castle tube frame are 18, 16 and 2, and finally for the
cellular tube frame the results equal 53, 41 and 12, as

displayed in Figures (12-b, c and d). The maximum
of this index for a bundled tube system equals 15
and, for the castle tube frame equals 18, which show
a respective decrease of about 75% and 70%
compared to the basic framed tube in Figures (12-b
and c).

Another detailed study of response parameter
was accomplished on the residual drift under strong
Tabas record. As observed in Figure (13-a), the
percentage of persistent drift has reached to
approximately 1.5% for the basic framed tube
structure. Apart from the basic framed tube model in
Figure (3), the other framed tube systems have
shown a noticeable decrease in the domain of
residual nonlinear displacements after the occurrence
of strong earthquakes. As displayed in Figure (13-b,
c, d), for all three structural models, this parameter is
less than 1% at its highest value in the castled tube,
and less than 0.5% in the cellular tube and bundled
tube, which reveal a decrease over 70%.

Figure (14) shows the time history of the floor
acceleration under the Tabas record. Table (4) lists
the maximum values of the floor acceleration in
relation with the PGA of the Tabas 1978 record,
i.e. 0.852g. However, the noted acceleration am-
plification coefficient is the ratio of maximum roof
acceleration to the PGA parameter of 0.852g.

The numerical results are corresponding to the
Y direction of the plan (Figure 3). According to
the results, it is observed that the rate of variation of
the maximum roof acceleration for all four 30-story
studied models, has a relatively high value. The
calculated amplification coefficients for all four
structural models are less than 1.31. This factor is at
its highest value for the 30-story F.T. and less than
1.31 for the companion studied models Ce.T.,
B.T. and Ce.T., too. It reveals a decrease of about
6%, comparatively. Moreover, a significant and
measurable response parameter to assess the
structures seismic performance is maximum relative
displacement, i.e. drift of floor levels. These numeri-
cal results are obtained according to the conducting
of nonlinear dynamic analyses for all the studied
framed tube arrangements as shown in Figure (15).
         A precise review of Figure (15) denote that
both of the Ca.T. and B.T. models can generally dis-
play higher structural efficiency with a decreasing
process in the domain. Additionally, the rate of dis-
placement variations, especially in the upper floors
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Figure 13. The height-wise distribution of residual (permanent)
inter-story drift demand under Tabas near-fault seismic
sequences: (a) The 30-story F.T.; (b) The 30-story B.T.; (c) The
30-story Ca.T.; (d) The 30-story Ce.T.

Figure 14. The floor acceleration time history subjected to the
Tabas record in Y direction of plan at three notified levels of the
studied models (Figure 3): (a) The 30-story F.T.; (b) The 30-story
B.T.; (c) The 30-story Ca.T.; (d) The 30-story Ce.T.
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Figure 15. The floor displacement time history subjected to
 the Tabas record in Y direction of plan at three notified levels
of the studied models (Figure 3): (a) The 30-story F.T.; (b) The
30-story B.T.; (c) The 30-story Ca.T.; (d) The 30-story Ce.T.

of the studied models, has the same manner. Mean-
while, these two mentioned resistant systems
contain a few more rigid frames and panelized
bents than the F.T. structure. It is apparent that the
30 story B.T. and Ca.T. models represent about
65% and 30% reduction in the roof displacement
parameter as compared to the F.T. model.

6. Conclusions
The major goals in this presented research are

describing important parameters and special
characteristics of the near-fault ground motions
as well as their effects on the dynamic responses
of steel framed tube based structural systems.
Nevertheless, the results of this study show that
large velocity pulses displayed in the time history of
the energized near-field records related to the
Northridge earthquake 1994, can impose severe
inelastic demands in the seismic response parameters
of high-rise steel structures. Furthermore, the
general drift demand is less than 0.02 in three of
the studied models except the F.T. model. However,
the maximum value for velocity of stories is greater
than 250 cm/sec in the Y direction of the plan of the
studied models.

The existence of compound or hybrid rigid frame
structures in the interior arrangement of framed tube
structures can result in a remarkable decrease in the
inconsistency of dynamic axial stress, specially in
corner columns and a decline in seismic shear lag
effects. It is worthy of mention that studying the
changes in the arrangement of inner rigid frames in
compound framed tube structures is for the purpose
of reaching a suitable arrangement for resistant
systems and also reduce the structure requirements
such as drift, base shear, axial stress, shear lag
effect, plus the formation process of plastic hinges
at the building's height, which have not been as
much analyzed and researched so far.

The obtained results indicate the fact that a
decent arrangement and bundled configuration of
interior rigid frames could remarkably reduce the
appearance of dynamic shear lag phenomenon in the
overall seismic behavior of compound framed-tube
skeletons. The maximum of the shear lag index for
the bundled tube and castled tube systems, equals
to 15 and 18 respectively. This manner shows a
reduction almost up to 75% and 70% as compared to
the corresponding result relating to the basic framed
tube.
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